INVESTMENTS IN EDUCATION & COMMUNITIES

- $22.7M to modernize Barnard Elementary School
- $54.7M to modernize the Whittier Education Campus one year ahead of schedule
- $64.4M to modernize Truesdell Elementary School one year ahead of schedule
- $58M to modernize the Raymond Elementary School
- $64M to modernize and renovate the Dorothy Height Elementary School
- $6.9M to design the modernization of the LaSalle-Backus Elementary School, a new PACE school addition
- $16M to renovate and modernize the Upshur Recreation Center and pool
- $13M to renovate the Emery Heights Recreation Center
- $25M to replace the Shepherd Park Library at a new location
- $12.3M to modernize Parkview Recreation Center

INVESTMENTS IN TRANSPORTATION & ENVIRONMENT

- $25M for local street paving
- $14.6M to complete the Metropolitan Branch Trail from 1st Place NE to Oglethorpe Street and $6.6M for the section to Piney Branch Road
- $6.2M for the Aspen Street NW Streetscape
- $3.4M for the Broad Branch Rd. NW Streetscape

INVESTMENTS IN HEALTH & PUBLIC SAFETY

- $5.8M for School Based Mental-Health expansion
- $3M for neighborhood-based senior socialization hubs
- $2M to create a new Sobering Center to divert lower risk cases from crowded ERs
- $250,000 for annual Maternal Infant Health Summit
- $170,000 to support dementia training for direct care workers

OTHER

- $10M to Children’s National to develop a parking lot